DBA Lite Brochure
Being your own boss can be pretty cool. Getting to call the shots, putting in all it takes to run a business; the passion, drive, energy and creativity. As awesome as this sounds, it is undeniable that it comes with its own challenges. At Access bank, we understand these challenges that you face as a young entrepreneur and for this reason, we have thought up solutions to increase the growth and visibility of your business and make your business transactions easy, quick and convenient. All these to help you succeed in your entrepreneurial venture.
Do business seamlessly with DBA Lite, a specialized cost saving account tailored just for you. DBA Lite comes in two variants, DBA Lite individual and DBA Lite business. You get to choose whichever fits your business. How great is that? Yet to register your business? We have got you covered.

**DBA Lite individual** is specifically for unregistered businesses. You can start up with an opening balance of ₦5,000, an operating balance of ₦2,000 and a monthly fixed charge of ₦2,000.

We also have **DBA Lite business account** for registered businesses. Opening balance for this account is ₦10,000, operating balance is ₦2,000, and the monthly fixed charge is ₦2,000.

Both variants attract a monthly fee of ₦75. In addition, you do not require references to open either of these accounts. Opening your account is as simple as ABC, isn't that D'liteful?
DBA Lite is not only a cost saving account. It also comes with a blend of other exciting packages:

- Digital Loans
- Investor Readiness
- SwiftPay
- Central
- Capacity building programs
- Link-up with investors
- D’Lite Tribe
- Business debit card
Quick Loans

Are you in need of funds to boost your business?

Access to finance is now hitch free, paperless, easy, and collateral free. You can get up to ₦5MILLION at 3% interest rate with a tenor of 6 months when you apply for a digital loan on the QuickBucks app.

All you need to do is go on Play Store or IOS

Download the QuickBucks app and then apply. It’s that easy.
How Investor Ready Are You?

It goes beyond that innovative idea for you to get that investor onboard. Can you explain the valuation of your startup? What does your roadmap look like? Is your financial plan convincing enough to get that investor on board? Our investor readiness program is what you need to get keyed with the right tools to meet an investor’s criteria. At a very discounted price, you get access to trainings on needed tools and in the end, you get the opportunity to pitch your idea to investors we have on ground. This is not an opportunity you want to miss.
Cash out In Comfort

Have you ever found yourself staying up all night or spending hours responding to messages from customers requesting for your account details? Phew! It can be an exhausting routine. Searching for a fast, safe and reliable payment option for your online business?

Thinking of how to reduce that long list of reduce unreplied messages in your DM, escape online scams, false credit alerts and other business hassles that come with running an online business?

Think SwiftPay!

Receive immediate payments, increase your sales and gain competitive edge over others in your field.
All you need do is register online.
You would receive a customized SwiftPay link, post the link on your social media page, Voila! Your cash out journey begins!
Expand Your Reach
No more closing hours

CENTRAL, our E-commerce platform, gives you the chance to run your business 24/7 locally, and soon to come, in other selected African countries. Making CENTRAL your new hub as a registered merchant, provides an avenue for you to increase your customer base.

You get patronage from over 30 million trusted customers. That’s not all, you also get access to our digital business loans based on your transaction volume. Register as a merchant today on CENTRAL and watch your business scale up!
Never Stop Building

Don't get distracted by simply focusing on survival of your business alone that you forget the mission itself that would strengthen your business as well as sustain it in the long run. Our capacity building programs are avenues for you to grow your business by learning new skills, getting one-on-one consultation with business consultants at our monthly clinics and having collaboration and networking opportunities.

We have our;

- Biz. Seminars
- Biz. workshop
- Market forum
- Biz. Clinic
We also have our women in business support initiative, Womenpreneur, called Pich-a-Ton. This programme is designed to provide female owned businesses with an opportunity to access finance and world-class business trainings.

Asides having access to investment opportunities, selected applicants are offered financial grants to further expand their businesses.

Coolest Hubspot

This year, collaboration should be at the top of your goals and this is what the DBA Lite tribe gives you on a platter. The tribe is a hub where you get to meet other young entrepreneurs, network, exchange ideas, share business stories and learn new skills. You also get the opportunity to grow a mentor-mentee relationship with other youth entrepreneurs in the biz sphere.

As cliché as it may sound, your network does increase your net worth. What are you waiting for? **Join the tribe today!!!**
Biz Debit Card

One of the primary tasks you have to carry out as a business owner is managing all money related tasks such as budgeting and managing cashflow. Owning a business debit card makes this easy. You can call it a solution for everyday business use.

Enjoy amazing discounts and offers when you get our business debit card. Pay bills, make purchases and withdrawals. It’s not just a card, it is a digital solution tailored to help your business grow.

“Even if you are on the right track, you’ll get run over if you just sit there.”
- WILL ROGERS

DBA Lite is the new kid on the block and you don’t want to miss out on all it has to offer. A product made just for you. Boost your business today by opening any of the variants that best fits your business.